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Role of ARM Co. ARM Holdings is a technology company headquartered in Cambridge England
UKCambridge, England, UK. The company is best known for its processors, although it also designs,
licenses and sells software development tools underdesigns, licenses and sells software development tools
under
ARMARM Microprocessor Basics Microprocessor Basics
All recent LPC families are based on ARM cores, which NXP Semiconductors licenses from ARM Holdings,
then adds their own peripherals before converting the design into a silicon die.NXP is the only vendor
shipping an ARM Cortex-M core in a dual in-line package: LPC810 in DIP8 (0.3-inch width) and LPC1114 in
DIP28 (0.6-inch width). The following tables summarize the NXP LPC microcontroller families.
NXP LPC - Wikipedia
This is our first advanced project using a powerful 32bit MCU and all sort of modern technologies like Colour
QVGA display, Micro SD Card and Embedded file system.
STM32 Project - Digital Photoframe (ARM Cortex M3)
Lauterbach is the world's largest producer of complete, modular and upgradeable microprocessor
development tools worldwide with experience in making world class debuggers and real-time trace since
1979.
LAUTERBACH DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Abstract. The Rapid growth of technology and infrastructure has made our lives easier. The advent of
technology has also increased the traffic hazards and the road accidents take place frequently which causes
huge loss of life and property because of the poor emergency facilities.
Automatic Vehicle Accident Detection and Messaging System
arithmetic core Design done,Specification doneWishBone Compliant: NoLicense: GPLDescriptionA 32-bit
parallel and highly pipelined Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC) generator is presented.
Free Range Factory
Embedded Workbench ARM êµ•ìœ¡ìš©ë©”ë‰´ì–¼ www.mvtool.co.kr Supported ARM cores and devices
ARM7 (ARM7TDMI, ARM7TDMI-S and ARM720T),ARM9 (ARM9TDMI, ARM920T, ARM922T and
ARM940T),
IAR Compiler E W ARM êµ•ìœ¡ìš©ë©”ë‰´ì–¼ - mvtool.co.kr
Using this site ARM Forums and knowledge articles Most popular knowledge articles Frequently asked
questions How do I navigate the site?
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